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OK-05 Poll Results

The following is a summary of findings from a live interview telephone survey conducted among 400 likely voters in Oklahoma’s
Fifth Congressional District. Respondents were reached on both landlines and mobile phones. Interviews were conducted
August 31-September 3, 2020. The sampling error for this survey is plus or minus 4.9 percentage points. Party Identification:
42% Republican, 35% Democrat, 23% Independent.

In this poll the 88% of voters who say they voted in 2016 accurately report that they supported Donald Trump in
2016 over Hillary Clinton, 53% to 40%; Republicans outnumber Democrats 42% to 35% and self-identified
conservatives are a full 51% of the poll sample.
Congresswoman Kendra Horn is reaping the dividends of a summer spent reminding voters of her
accomplishments and record and leads State Senator Bice, 52% to 44%.
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Horn not only leads among her own partisans by 94 points, she also leads among Independents by 21 points and
still manages to earn the votes of 11% of Republicans. Horn wins 96% of Biden voters and 9% of Trump voters. In
this net 7-point Republican district, Horn garners the kind of support profile that it takes to win.
While Horn has been gaining, Bice has suffered over the course of 2020. Her name identification has certainly
grown over the course of her contested primary and run-off, going from 29% in February to 80% today. However,
not all recognition is good. She went from a favorable rating of 8%-13% to 32%-35% today. Bice is eight-points
underwater with Independents and even 16% of her own partisans view her unfavorably—not exactly the robust
profile of a successful challenger.
On the other hand, Congresswoman Kendra Horn goes into the final two months of her first re-election with a solid
46%-35% favorable rating and an even better job approval rating of 55%-37%. She has spent the last two years
doing the work of serving the people of this mostly urban and suburban district and it shows.
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